3 STEPS TO YOUR HAPPY PLACE
1. Remove the rubber cap(s) from the ends of
your High Desert Pure Pen atomizer.
* You can toss them or use them as stylish hats
for your hedgehog!
2. Screw battery* to the bottom, threaded-side
of the atomizer (See diagram 1)
*A
 lthough the atomizer works with most
common pen batteries, we recommend
you use a High Desert Pure (HDP) battery.
Make sure battery is properly charged.
Battery sold separately unless included as a kit.
3. Press battery button while inhaling from
mouthpiece for a few seconds —voila!
Have fun visiting your happy place!

Attaching atomizer to battery:
1. Be sure battery is properly
charged
2. Screw battery onto bottom of
the atomizer
3. If battery light is flashing white,
see the troubleshooting checklist
4. Open the adjustable air intake
– a thumbnail is an easy way to
turn the outer ring if you like a
firmer pull

TROUBLESHOOTING CHECKLIST

PURE PEN NOTES & TIPS

DIAGRAM 1

The less time your are fussing with your High Desert Pure Pen, the more time
you can spend in your Happy Place! Here are some useful notes & tips to help
maximize your experience.
OIL NOTES: High Desert Pure craft cannabis oil
has been designed to work in atomizers without the
use of any flow agents. For optimal performance
and flavor, it is best to avoid extreme temperatures.
TIP! Don’t store your pen in a hot car, near heated
surfaces, or in direct sun for long periods of time.
Pockets are a cozy and safe place for HDP
atomizers, keeps the oil at the perfect temperature.
What about cold temperatures? Part of the
beauty of the HDP atomizer is that it works great
even if the oil is cold. (Can other pens say that?
Nope.) Craft cannabis oil this good deserves
awesome hardware.

BATTERY NOTES: Using a HDP battery is highly
recommended, because it is paired with our atomizers to provide the perfect atomizing temperature
for optimal flavor. Other 510 threaded batteries may
work but may not provide the ideal heat. Air
actuated batteries don’t work with this atomizer.
TIP! To avoid overheating and possible clogging
of the atomizer, we recommend you deactivate
your battery when not in use. This keeps it from
accidentally turning on in your pocket

For more product info & full test results, visit highdesertpure.com

Charging The Battery:
1. Screw battery into USB charger
(included with battery)

DIAGRAM 2

2. Plug USB prong into laptop USB port or
USB charging station or USB phone charger
3. Green light on USB charger indicates battery is ready
DIAGRAM 3
Battery Button Controls:
5 Clicks turns battery ON or OFF
(Press & hold button to heat atomizer)
3 Clicks changes voltage:
Flashing GREEN = LOW HEAT (Best Flavor!)
Flashing BLUE = MEDIUM HEAT
Flashing RED = HIGH HEAT
Flashing WHITE = See Troubleshooting
2 Clicks preheats battery for 8 seconds

WEAK HITS
• Recharge battery, it may be low
(See diagram 2)
• Adjust the battery voltage (See diagram 3)
PEN NOT WORKING
• Make sure battery has good connection
and is screwed to atomizer properly
• If your battery flashes white, charge it. If you
have a new battery or you just charged it, try
unscrewing the atomizer very slightly from
either the battery or between the base and
top portions of the atomizer.
• Use a HDP battery (Non-HDP batteries are
not recommended; air-actuated batteries
don’t work with this atomizer)
• Atomizer may be clogged. Hold power
button down for a few seconds to warm
the clog.

